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PRESSURE-SENSITIVE SYSTEM FOR GAS-TEMPERATURE CONTROL
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SUMMARY

A thermodynamic relation is derized and timplij%d for UM
a8 a temperature-limitiflg control equation inwlzing measure-
ment of gag temperature before combwationand ga8 pre8m&re8
before and after combustion. For criltial jZow in the turbine
nozzles of ga8-turbine en~-nes, the control equation is further
~impli$ed to require only measurement qwtream of the burner.
Hypothetical control 8y8t8m8are d&us8ed to ik%trate appli-
cation of the control equationri.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of gas-temperature control is becoming in-
creasing~yimportant for high-temperature applications, such
as the gas-turbine power plant for aircraft. The acceleration
of conventional gas-turbine power pIants is currentIy induced
by increasing the fuel flow to the engine. Because fuel
flow is increased before the air flow increases, such a process
of acceleration is accompanied by an increase in combuetion-
gas temperature to values that may exceed the temperature
limitation of the engine. Temperature-limiting controI is
therefore required in order to eliminate the possibility of
engine faiIure from overheating during this transient phase
of operation.

The temperature limitation of an engine is determined by
the temperature at which any engine component will fail.
Because of the poor response characteristics inherent in a
system of temperature control dependent on the sensing of
metal temperatures, such a method is considered impracti-
cable. The sensing and the control of combustion-gas
temperatures appear to be more advantageous than an
attempt to control directiy the temperature of the critical
engine component.

Limiting controI of gas temperatures presents a dif%cult
problem in t-hat direct means of sensing combustion-gas
temperatures of the magnitude encountered in gas-turbine
engines are as yet unsatisfactory. The usuaI means of sens-
ing temperature, such as thermocouples and resistance wires,
are subject to errors resulting from radiation, conduction,
and oxidation. In addition to these errors, the life of such
instruments is comparatively short at the high temperatures
to which they would be subjeoted. The thermodynamic
methods presented herein were conceived to circumvent such
difHcuIties.

Any means of sensing temperature that is seIected for con-
trol purposes should be accurate, respond quickly, and pro-

vide a response that is easily incorporated into a control
s@em. Measurement. and interpretation of the thermo-
dynamic changes that occur in the working fluid during the
combustion process offer possibilities for meeting these re-
quirements and obtaining temperature indications that can
be used for control application. Temperature changes of
the combustion gases are accompanied by pressure changes
that are in effect instantaneous, are unaffected by errors of
radiation and conduct ion, and can be utilized in a control
system without modification or amplification.

Investigations have been made correlating te&pergt~e
rise across the combustion chamber with pressure changes.
These correlations, however, depend on combustion-chamber
pressure loeses requiring a cahbrat.ion of the particular
combustion chamber and the method appears impractical
for control purposes. .-

A theoretical equation based on the thermodynamic prop-
erties of the combustion gas that correlates gas-temperature
ratio with pressures upstream and downstream of the com-
bustion zone was developed at the NACA Cleveland lab-
oratory dur~ 1947 and is presented herein. Means of
simplifying this equation for cent.roI purposes are discussed
and hypothetical control systems are presented to illustrate
application of the control equations.

DERIVATIONOF CONTROLEQUATIONS

GENERALCONTROLEQUATION

Determination of the final temperature of the gas from
the thermodynamic relations involved is possible without
direct sensing of the temperature in the hot gas stream by
equating the mass flow of gas in a duct upstream of the
point of addition of heat (station 1) to the mass flow-down-
stream of the point of addition of heat (station 2). (The
symbols used herein.am defined in appendk A.)

The flow at station 2 equak the air flow at station 1 plus
the fueI flowj, that is,

a2=a1+f

When the equivalent gas-flow equations are substituted
al and aa,

for

(1)
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The density p may be replaced by its eqtiivaIent & ~d +

by its corresponding relation #, as shown in appendix B:

The unknown variable, totaI temperature 2“2,may now be
obtained from the equation

‘2=[%ME%T’‘3)
Equation (3) offers a means of determining total tempera-

ture TZ and may be simplified for control application by
using the following assumptions:

1. The area ratio AJAL is a known constant and may be
obtained by direct measurement; or by use of equation (3), it
may be found by calibrating the system without heating the
ga9.

2. In a particular design, the operating range of tempera-
tures and of pressure ratios is comparatively small and the
conversion factor @ may be selected as constant. The
fac.tm @ is a multiplication factor by which the hydraulic
equation is converted to the compressible-flow equation.
The equation for the conversion factor @ therefore varies
with each combination of static pressure p or total pressure
P and static temperature t or total temperature T used in
the hydraulic equation so that the cornprewibIe-ffow equa-
tion is always obtained. The expression for determining

the actual value o~tha conversion facto~ @.’.when p=+- T is

developed in appendix B for the case in which the density p

is proportional to the static pressure p divided by the total
temperature T. This density relation is desirable for this
analysis because it incorporates. tlw total rather than the
static temperature and ako because the numerical vahe of
the conversion factor # for each pressure ratio and value of
the ratio of specific heati y, where -Yis a function of tempera-
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FIGURE l.–Cmvorsfon factor of hydraullo eqmtion to mgmssible air-flow equat!on.

ture, is more nearIy equal to 1 than for any other reIation of
the density p. The deviation of the conversion factor t#J’
from 1 is greatest at critical flow (fig.. 1) and increases with
increasing temperature because of the change in the rat= of
specific heats 7. At the point of critical flow and a value
of-Y of 1.3, which corresponds to an air temperature of about

3000° R, the conversion factor # is approximatcdy 0.945.
The curve for -y= 1.4, which represents an air temperature of
about 500° R, is also shoyn.

3. The area multiplier for thermaI expansion El has a
negIigiblg-change becaum relatively little change in tempera-
ture. occumcat station 1 over the range of engine operating
conditions.

4. The area multiplier for thermtd expansion i% incieascs
to a value slightly above. 1 with an increase in the.fuel-air

‘2ratio f/ti and the ratio — remains a constant. For cs-
1+$

ample, with an assumed burner efficiency of 50 percent, tho—
E*

value of_~ decreases from 0.995 to 0.990 with a tempW-
.1+$

ature differential increzming from 400° to 1600° 1? between
stations 1 and 2.

If the factors AJA,, 4’S/$’1,El, and
Es “.”””

~
are combmcd

. . al
into a single constant K, equation (3) becomes

(4)

This equation may be adapted for control application. TIN
average values of velocity pressures API and AI>Zmay be
obtained by using single pitot-static tubes at &h station
in a gas stream of known veIocity cIistAbution.

Equation (4) may be further simplifiedfor tlw case in which
the ratio pJpl may be considered constmnt. Although an
investigation should be made into the feasibility of making
this assumption for any particular application, it wilI serve
to simplify equation (4) for illustrating a unique hydraulic
control system subsequently explfiincd. For MS coudition,
combination of the constants H and PJP1 into a shlgle
constant h7’ and substitution into equation (4) gives

(5)

CONTROLEQUATIONFOR CONDITION OF CRITICAL FLOW

Anot& simplification of temperature ‘&quation (3) may
be made when criticqI flow exists at station,2 after ~~c g=
is heated: Equation (3) may be rewritten as

where l?~-p~replaces its equiva]cnt APz, and #% is factored
out of the bracketed. term.

For the condition of critical flow, the prcssuro ratio pJPm
is

Y

()

FI ‘-”
“g=& (7)

This equation maybe substituted in equation@8) (appendixll)
for its equivalent r and an expression for (&)S in terms of
-yis obtained
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(–)

-f2 PI

(@ f,)a= 5 -y+l
r (8)

()1– —2–
w

7+1

[1‘@’i+dinquatiOn(’)The termsin the fnctor ~ ~

are assumed constant in the manner preciously discussed
for determining the constant K in equation (4) and are
designated by the constant B. Substituting B. and the
equivalent of p~from equation (7) and (+’J2 from equation(8)
causes equation (6) to become

1 w Y

Gr “(a=
r PI

()
FI

1– Jy+ 1

This equation simplifies to

2’,

(9)

‘+1

()
2 77

The factor ~ ~ varies

change in temperature from 500°

about 5 percent with a

to 3000° R. In the case
of a temperature-limiting control for which the value of
total temperature Tz is predetermined, the value of this
factor may also be predetermined. A constant B’ may

m

then be used to replace the term
lg

~+1for a par-

()
2 FIB,? _ “’-

2 -f+l

titular value of Ts and equation (9) may be expresed as

(10)

In the operation of current gas-turbine engines in which
the ratio PJPl remains substantially constant., equation (10)
may be written as

(11)

where B“ is a constant. This control equation is unusuaI
because sensing eIements are required only before the com-
bustion zone. ‘

The application of a control operating in accordance with
equation (10) or (11) can be illustrated by reference to the
steady-stat e operating curve of a typical turbojet engine
(fig. 2). The control operating line is shown superimposed
on this engine-ope@ng curve. In this engine, critical
flow exists in the turbine nozzle box for engine speeds above
8000 rpm. For speeds less than this value, the nozzle-box
~lach number M is less than 1. The maximum operating
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FIGCRE 2.—Perfmmnnce of mrrent turbokt _ *o~@ tem-t~~~ oPemtti _.
emre. Engine fdltr.rg rewed, approximately 4033 rprrv Iandirrg spec!deat[ons requira
mMro.um s~d of &XIOrpm. Node-box Msch number, M.

temperature shown, 2000° R, is the maximum permissible
gas temperature specified for this particular engine. Below.
an engine speed of 8000 rpm, the temperature allowed by
the control decreases with decreasing engine speeds; the
values shown in @re 2 were determined from equation (10)
~d from typical engine data, The dii%ence between the
steady-state temperature at any engine speed and altitude
and the corresponding temperature allowed by the control
is the temperature d~erential avafiable for acceleration.
The maximum permissible gas temperature is allowed by the
control only for those conditions of engine operation for
tihich critical flow exists. V~ ost normal operation occurs at
engine speeds above- 80!)0 rpm -wherethe control allows oper-
ation at the maximum permissible temperature. From th-e
ahape of the operating curve, the temperatures required for
steady-state operation at low engine speeds apparently,
would not be allowed by the control. Making the control
inoperative below some speed that must be determined
from engine data therefore becomes necessary. .. .

APPLICATIONOF CONTROLEQUATIONS

A s@em designed to control tottd temperature T, by
action based on the values of the other variables of equation(5)
is schematically shown in figure 3. Equation (5) m-is
selected for illustration because a simpler presentation can
be made than with the more basic and more generally ap-
plicable equation (4). This control system is unusurtl in
that the required multiplication and division are accom-
plished by hydraulic means. Temperature control is main-
tained by the automatic regulation of resistance valve A h
the fuel line, which regulates the fuel flow to the nozzles to
limit the gas temperature to the predetermined mrmimum
value. Valves B, C, and D can be located in any convell”ient
fluid-flow Iine through which continuous flow is maintained,
such as a fuel-bypass be or a lubricating line. The fol-
lowing relation is obtained by equating the mass rate of
flow through valves C and D:
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or

The temperature at station 1 so controls
that the following relation is maintained:

(12)

the valve mea A~

AD2=G T1
where G is a constant.

The velocity pressure API is
operatecl valve B, which. maintains
valve C, Ape, equal to A~,.” The
applied across diaphragm-operated

applied to diaphragm-
the pressure.drop across
velocity pressure Al?%is
valve A, which controls.

the fuel flow to the nozzles and thereby con”trolsthe magni-
tude of AP2. Valve A is in balance when the pressure drop
across valve D,ApD,equalsAp2i Substitutionsmay fi~refore”
be made in equation (12) for ADZ,ApD, and Apc:

(13).

When equation (13) is compared with equation (5), total

()
temperature T2 is found to equal $” & 2Ac2. .4rea AC

may therefore be set to give a predetermined value of total
temperature T’, If. the actual value of total temperature T2
is 1sss than this value, the value of velocity pressure A.PZis
1sssthan static-pressure difference ApDand valve A tends to
open, allowing more fuel to enter the nozzIes. If the actual
value of total temperature T2 is greater than this predeter-
mined value, the opposite action occurs. If there are no
other controls in the fuel-supply line to the nozzks, the cun-
trol tends to maintain the total temperature Tyas determined
by area &. If, however, controls exist in the system that
restrict fuel flow in accordance with the demands of require-
ments other than maintenance of a maximum gas tempera-
ture, this control will act only to limit the maximum value of
total temperature Tz to the value determined by the setting
of area &.

A mollification of this control is shown in figure 4. The
operation of this second control is essentially the same as
that of the &t (fig. 3) except that a motion that is linear
with changes in gas temperature is obtained by the aclditjon.
of a servosystcrn. This temperature-dependent motion may
be utilized in a control system that uses kmperature as a
control parameter .in conjunction with other engine param-
etem for power-plant operation. Equations (11) and (12)
are still valid, the ordy difference between the systems being
in the method of control. The static-pressure drop across
valve C, Ape, is controlled by a diaphragm-operated servo-
valve and a servopistm to maintain static-pressure drop
Ape equal to the pressure.difference API. Valve B is ii
diaphragm-operated throtthng valve, which acta to maintah
Ap~ equal to AP*. The manual lever controls a servovalve.
and a servopiston-regtdatkg valve A to maintain a set total
temperature T2. Because area & is a measure of total
temperature Tl, the position of the stem of valve C. is a
measure of temperature as indicated by the temperature
indicator, The manual lever may be so set that the servo-

valve and the piston-positioning valve A determine the equi-
librium position of the stem of valve C, -which, in efkct,
determines the total temperature Ts.

Valves B, C, and D (fig. 4) in the bypass line arc con-
tinuoudy functioning and th: position of vaIvc C is a con-

1 Pitof -sfofk fube ,-fimpemtum bulb P;fof -s foiio fube
(sfotion l)-? ~~ I (Stotioa 2)-:
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FIGt!RE&-Schematic diagram of basic tempmture contm~.
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FIGURE 4.-Scknatic diagram of temperature cmtrol with automatfc tmrqwraturc
ind[catlon.
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tinuous indication of temperature. The temperature indi-
cator therefore operates when the control is used either as a
temperature-limiting control or as a regulating control.
This control system difTersfrom the system shown in figure 3
in that the valve area & (fig. 3) is manually set by the
pilot or may be preset to maintain a particular limiting
temperature. This area setting indicates temperature only
when the control is used as a regulating control; otherwise,
the area setting is that of the tilting temperature.

A control operating according to the control equations
based on criticaI flow at one station is schematically shown in
figure 5. Either equation (10) or (11) may be used as the
temperature-control equation, depending on whether total

Pifof-stoiic fube Stdion 2
(s fotion 1) -:
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, 1
1 #
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oilout
‘ -&nsify-compensating

hallows

k
.

Senwpisfon - “-
!+

API-K: g 8

To fuel Oil [n
nozzles

t

Oil out

14

PI

To fuel
funk

From fuel pump

FIGL!BEh+chematic diagram of temperature centrol ha?ed on arltlceJ-llewequatfm

pressure ~~ or ~1 is to be used to actuate the control. The
schematic diagram in figure 5 is based on equation (11).
This control is similar to those diagramed in figures 3 6id—
4 in that valve A controls the fuel floy to the. engine, and .-.....
that valves B, C, and D are located h = convedent fuel-flow
he. The density term p,/T, in equation (11) is so applied
to a density-compensating system that valve B controls the
prwsure drop “Ape proportionally to TJR. The area & is
made proportional to the total pressure 2’1 and the area &
is made proportional to the constant l% of equation (11),
which depends on the value of total temperature TZselected.
The static-pressure difference Ap~ then so controls valve A
that APl equals ApD. When these substitutions are made,
control equation (12) is seen t.o operate according to tern-
perature equation (11).

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis indicates that determination of combustion-
gas temperatures from the thermodynamic relations involv-
ing gas temperature before combustion and gas pressures
before and after combustion appears practical for high-
temperature application, such as gas-turbine tempera@re
control. For critical flow in the turbine nozzles, the analy&
indicates that combustion-gas temperature cm be deter-
mined and controlled from measurements taken ordy ‘up-
stream of the combustion zone.

FLIGHT PROPULSION RESEARCH LABORATORY,

NATIONAL &IVISOEy COMMITTEE FOR ibmohuumcs,
CLEVELAND, OHIO, March 4, lW?.



SYMBOLS

The foHowing symboIs were used in the report: It
.4
a
B, G, K
c

?
9
.M
P
AP
P
Ap
R
r
T

area,-sq-ft
air or gas flow, Ib/sec
constants
coefficient of discharge
area multiplier for thermal expansion of duct
fuel flow, lb/see
acceleration due to gravity, ft/secz
Jlach number
total pressure, lb/sq ft absolute
totaI pressure minus static pressure, P-p 4’—.

static temperature, ‘R
velocit,y, ft/sec
ratio of specific heats at constant pressure an-d

constant volume
arbitrarily selected density, lb/cu ft
fme-strea-mdensity, lb/cu-ft ‘
stagnation density, lb/cu ft . .

conversion factor of hydraulic equation to cornprwv
sibIe-flow equation

particular value of @ when p=% ‘=- -=

static pressure, lb/sq ft absolute ~ Subscrit)ts:
static-pressure drop across control valves A,B,C,!2 ~valves A, B, C, and D in control systems

.—

ga9constant I station 1 (before heating)
ratio of static”pressure to total pressure, p/P “” 2“
total temperature, ‘R

“-station Z (after heating)
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APPENDIX B

COhlPRESSLBLE-FLOWEQUATIONS

The hydraulic equation for incompressible flow may be
multiplied by an appropriatee conversion factor # to obtain
the esact equation for compressible flow. This expression for
the conversion factor @maybe derived from the compressible-
flow equation by factoring out the hydraulic equation so that
the remaining factor is the expression for the ocmversion
factor +.

Bernoulli’s theorem for compressible flow may be written as

‘7=[%(%:)7 (III)

The weight-flow rate is

a=AmV (B2)

Substituting equation (III) in equation @2) and replacing
stagnation density pt with t-he equi~alent adiabatic relation

p:(P)Po– gives

The free-stream density ~ maybe replaced by its equivalent

& and the equation simplified:

a=A{2g&)g[g’)5]~(In,

Thie expression for compressible flow may be written as

a=A@ ~12gP(P—p) (’4)

where ,

This expression of # in~olv~ the density p, which also ap-
pears in equation (B4) and may be arbitrarily selected as a
ratio involving total pressure P or static prcxsure p divided
by total temperature 2’ or statio temperature t. For the
case in which the density p is selected as p/RT, the conversion
factor @ is designated as # and equation (135) is simplified
as foIIo-ws:

,4,,2_T--’J(:~;j
——

The acliabat.icrelation of the temperatures

(B6)

is

(B7)

This relation may be substituted into equation @6) to obtain

,@l,JJ;7[@P–p
()

— (’Y-I)
P

If the pressure ratio p/P is set equal to ~ this equation
becomes

—.

or

(s8)

A pIot of the convwsion factor d’ against the pressure
ratio r is presented in figure 1, which shows the error that
may be expected from neglecting ~ in the hydraulic equation
(134) where the density p is p/RT. The greatest deyiation
of the conversion factor & from 1 occurs at the criticaI pres-
sure ratio, at which # is approximat.eIy0.945 for the ratio of
specific heats -y equal to 1.3 for air at a temperature of
3000° R.
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